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The Challenge of Facebook

•
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•
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Life scientists
Large numbers
Insatiable demand for attention
Insane logistics (room booking, groups, tutor
allocation, labs, scheduling, marking)
• Weak maths
• Weak chemistry
• Having a life

Trying to build something a little different
Key needs:
• Clear communications
• Clear guidelines
• Clear boundaries
• Clear expectations
• Useful resources
• Interesting activities
• Answers
• Questions

Build your site consistently
• Use a consistent layout for your course
• Establish key components and make sure they are
in a sensible place and are easy to find.
• Split material into separate and consistent
sections
• Lay down rules of engagement early

How to make forums work?
• Reply promptly and enthusiastically to general
questions (but see later).
• Avoid giving this
impression:
• Use profile pictures to
personalize posts and
contributions – even facelike image
changes
experience.

Forums
Five types of forums:
1. Directives from the Great Leader
2. Admin Q & A
Discipline: Never
3. Section specific fora
(e.g. lab, NMR, p-block…) answer a question by
4. Fun and Frolic
5. Wishlist Forum

email if it not about a
personal matter
regarding the student.

How to get forums to work
• Reply to general questions promptly and
enthusiastically
• Force initial subscription
• Google Map “Where were you born?”
• Reply to course material more slowly or with
“anyone out there have any suggestions”?
• Allow students to rate posts
• Provide a steady stream of drivel (e.g. links to
web, radio and TV) in the F&FF

Making things a little more dynamic
• Put a picture on each course page
• Set up the calendar and fill it with everything
• Add some RSS feeds to related material – links
MUST open in (_blank) new window
• Use a student-built glossary
–
–
–
–

Needs to be seeded
Needs to edited and commented on
Needs ratings
Includes FAQ

Making things useful – the one stop shop
Handouts
Pushing responsibility onto the students

Glossary
Quick continuous revision tool built by students
Revision questions/quizzes
•
•
•

Banks for questions
Different styles/formats
Crucial advantage: immediate or deferred detailed feedback to each
answer.
• Feedback must be varied, informative, surprises.
• Can make specific subject-based questions e.g. use of SMILES strings
for chemical formulas.

Quizzes for Revision and Self-testing

Quizzes for Final Assessment

• Banks of questions are used for both revision and
for marks in formal tests.
• Quizzes can be turned into games – “try for the
high score”
• Use confident-based marking to build virtuous
feedback loops into revision.
• Students report Revision quizzes as “Essential”
• Use Peerwise – that can provide useful source of
new questions to add to the existing bank.
• Major Problems: How to keep track of questions
in shared question banks

• Students see a mix of seen and unseen questions.
• Tests are conducted on students’ own devices in
the lecture theatre.
• A back up cluster is needed for computer glitches
• Economies of scale come over time.

Videos
• All lectures are recorded
• Students rate “Time Machine” as “useful” –
“essential”
• Ability to record videos at desktop opens many
new possibilities esp. Flipping which opens up
direct facetime in valuable class periods
• Khan academy style
• Useful for pre-labs, introductions, safety
• Viewing rises when accompanied by quiz.
• Provide post-exam feedback videos

Where do we go from here?
• The Challenge of MOOCs
– How do find ways to give students more face time?

• The growing Pyramid
• Student demands
• We need to stop and ask questions:
–
–
–
–
–

What are we teaching?
Why are we teaching?
How do we teach process rather than stuff.
How do we then assess it?
How do we bring our colleagues with us?

Promoting engagement
• Use F&FF
• Add YouTube videos – curate carefully
• Dedicated Facebook page can be better
– Students are big users of Facebook for study support –
we never see that!

• Twitter has novelty
• Course account or hashtag e.g. #UCLChemMod1
• Twitter also allows rapid response and comment
in lectures and labs
• Encourage students to use tools and devices.

Conclusions
• Running an e-learning site properly takes a lot of
time.
• Building a site like this takes a lot of time and
effort
• It can take a long time to convince colleagues to
do what you’re doing
• Thinking that e-learning is a way to free up staff
time is a delusion from people who don’t teach
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